
Urban Tales is a series of mini-docs featuring people with passion and pursuit from across Asia.  

Each season (in every 5 weeks) we go to one city in Asia and produce 5 video stories from that 
city. Each video lasts about 3 minutes. Through a selective collection of these 5 stories, we aim 
to not only showcase a wide spectrum of human passions and struggle, their condition of life, 
the faces of ordinary individuals or out-of-ordinary characters, but also shed light on the vibe 
and culture of that city, or certain issues or ongoing trends of that city.  

Main platforms of Urban Tales:  
https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCooezb1gtIKdjCzDsNsm8WA  
https://www.facebook.com/chinadaily/videos/  

There are three key things to pursue when you’re producing for Urban Tales: 
1. A character with a great story 
2. Diverse visual elements 
3. Engaging story arc 
All of these you can try to do pre-planning as much as you can. Will elaborate that later. 

STORY STRUCTURE & VIDEO FORMAT 
 

Above is a very rough story structure and, depending on the subject matter and how you design 
your story arc, you don’t have to follow “Scene 1” and “Scene 2” specifically. However, this is a 
simpler way to arrange your story if you have to do it fast.  

It starts with the best quote of the character, along with the best visuals that immediately 
show the audience a clear idea of what the character does. Edit with a background music. The 
first 5 seconds are very important because the first scenes decide whether the audience will 
continue watching the story.  

The intro is followed by a quick appearance of the title while the background music stops. 

The main body of the story starts with what the character does (Scene 1). Then bring the story to 
the next level - sometimes it’s the character starting to talk about his struggles, or why it’s 
important for him to do what he’s doing, or shedding light to an ongoing issue or trend in the 
society, etc.  
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best quote & 
the best visuals

TITLE
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what the character 

does
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character’s struggle, 

a bigger picture, or a 

larger context

OUTRO - bring the 

story to a 

conclusion with an 

ending bite

https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCooezb1gtIKdjCzDsNsm8WA
https://www.facebook.com/chinadaily/videos/


And lastly, bring the story to a conclusion, which ends with a soundbite. Outro music comes to a 
stop as the China Daily logo shows. 

Text slides are used throughout the video, often to provide facts, background information, story 
context, or to give simpler summarisation replacing long soundbites.  

One example that follows this format and structure is this one: https://www.facebook.com/
urbantalesvideo/videos/390878304700991/ It starts with the boy’s best quote, and a series of 
visuals that immediately tell us what he’s doing, followed by a text slide saying who the 
character is. (In this Intensive we will use a story title instead.) The boy starts talking about his 
soccer routine; then we bring the story to the next level with him talking about the thing that’s 
bothering him. The story comes back to soccer again and we have the character saying 
something about his hope for the future - as a conclusion to the story. 

CHARACTERS 
Characters can be from all ages and all walks of lives, but preferably someone who is NOT 
prominent or well-known. The first question to ask yourself is why is your character interesting 
for the audience to watch? Most of the time the character has to have both an interesting story 
to tell and potentially rich visuals for you to film.  

For example, if you come across a writer who has a great story, but all (s)he does all day 
nowadays is just sitting and writing at home - there is probably not much visual you can film 
and it will not be a good video story. Another example, if you come across a ballet dancer and 
you know filming a dance would be visually interesting, but there is nothing special about the 
dancer - then it’s not a good story either.  

Here are a series of examples for your reference: 

1. People who are quirky or fun 
https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/videos/259140481208108/  
https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/videos/187622178359939/  

2. Inspiring people who do amazing things 
https://www.facebook.com/RealStoriesChannel/videos/2014520308781743/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BDBhemmd8I 

3. People who are active lovers of traditional art or activities: 
https://www.facebook.com/cnninternational/videos/10155593996609641/ 
https://youtu.be/PeftiNC5MaU 

https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/videos/390878304700991/
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https://www.facebook.com/RealStoriesChannel/videos/2014520308781743/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BDBhemmd8I
https://www.facebook.com/cnninternational/videos/10155593996609641/
https://youtu.be/PeftiNC5MaU


4. Strong female character 
https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/videos/291658234622999/ 
https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/videos/296271220828367/  

5. People who has unique passion or obsession towards something 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jv--ezAQOrY  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lvCnXlBkGBE  

6 . Someone doing something out of their stereotypes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pG_FhchBUjM&t= 

7. Someone who has a strong relationship with animals 
https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/videos/364153154040173/  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zP3J4GQV8Ro&t= 

8. All the examples above are out of ordinary. But you can also find a good story from someone 
kind of ordinary: 
https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/videos/339418696513619/  
https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/videos/390878304700991/  

VISUAL ELEMENTS 

Some basics that you must follow:  
- Complete the sequences, namely wide, medium and closeup shots; wide shots are often use 

for transitions between locations, setting a scene, and closeups are often transitioning shots 
or eye-gripping visuals. 

- Always use a tripod or a gimbal, and try to avoid handheld; 
- Make sure that lighting and white balance is properly set up, they make a huge difference for 

your videos to look professional. 
- A quick tip: film every shot for at least 10 seconds, so there is enough leeway for you to edit 

later.  

Try to film as diverse visuals as possible, so that your video story is not just “sit-down 
interview + tons of brolls”. Also, the audience get bored with the same visuals over and over. 
There are a few ways to do it:  
1. Film in different locations. For example, film the sit-down interview in one location, and film 

the character doing things in another location. Unless your video is about 2 minutes or less, 
you may need to find the third location to film other things. 

2. Try to think of different angles to film the same subject, always think about composition 
when you’re filming. Examples one, two, three. 
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3. Mic up the character while an action is ongoing. This kind of visuals are usually engaging 
and you may capture a very real reaction of the character. For example, here the single lady 
was captured talking to her friend on the phone, here the female rickshaw driver was 
reacting to a man’s questioning on the street, here the impersonator was talking about how 
he gets dressed up while he was dressing up, and here the herping enthusiast was just 
talking naturally while he was herping in the jungle. This sort of soundbite shots break up 
the story nicely and give the audience a bit of breathing space from the sit-down interview. 

STORY ARC 
There are many different types of story arc that works well and it not only concerns editing - 
how you arrange your story and footage that you shoot, but it actually starts from how you 
gather your story. Here in this document we will only touch on how you gather story. We will 
touch on the editing process on a later stage when we are dealing with the specific story.  

The first and foremost thing, when you approach your character and have a pre-interview with 
him, you have to identify what would serve as “Scene 2” mentioned above, namely, what is the 
struggle or difficulty that the character is facing, or what kind of ongoing trend or issue there is, 
or what does it mean for the character to do something that (s)he has been doing, or what 
would be a highlight of visuals of his story. Being able to identify that helps you create different 
layers of a story. The story gets richer, fuller, and there will be more that you can work with in 
your editing process.  

Sometimes “Scene 2” is just a few text slides outlying the bigger context of the story, this video 
is a great example: https://www.facebook.com/cnninternational/videos/10155593996609641/ 

Sometimes “Scene 2” is a highlight of the story, such as this Kim Jong-un going to a Halloween 
party: https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/videos/187622178359939/  

Sometimes there are 3 scenes, like in this story: https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/
videos/vl.351190932040626/410016919453796/?type=1 The herping enthusiast doesn’t just talk 
about his passion for reptiles and amphibians, he takes us to herping in an urban forest and 
shows us what it’s like (Scene 2), and he talks about an ongoing issue relevant to his passion 
(Scene 3), namely snakes entering people’s backyard, owing to urban deforestation. 

Another example for 3 scenes: https://www.facebook.com/urbantalesvideo/videos/vl.
351190932040626/418857395236415/?type=1 We have this young Malay girl who shows us her 
passion in Chinese lion dance drumming (Scene 1: practicing in the lion dance studio); She talks 
about people’s perception on her doing this as she is a muslim (Scene 2: she’s dressed in 
muslim outfit and going somewhere); and a highlight event (Scene 3: she participates in a 
performance and talks about it). 
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All these lead to what you should do in pre-planning -  

TIPS FOR PRE-PLANNING 

When you’re researching for characters or when you have a chance to chat with a potential 
character, you need to find out: 
- What the character does, why does (s)he do what he’s doing; ask different questions to find 

out why (s)he would be interesting for the audience to watch.  
- Find out the different layers of the story, not just his personal passion, see if you can expand 

the story to something bigger, see if you can find “Scene 2” or “Scene 3”. This will be good to 
diversify your visuals, and to have more to work with in your story arc. 

- Find out what you could film with the character. Ask what the character would be doing, that 
is relevant to the story, that you could film. Sometimes you need to ask the character to make 
arrangement in advance.  

Before your filming day, make a list of things that you need to film, follow the list strictly but 
also be flexible with any changes or additional ideas on the spot. Also don’t forget to check your 
equipment before you go to the shoot.  


